New World Order = A Disarmed America
There are two prerequisites for safely bringing in the Marxist
Libtard Demoncrap (MLD) New World Order. First, the people
who are not convinced that surrendering national sovereignty and
permitting themselves to be “equalized” with China’s oppressed
and Mexico’s and Central America’s underclasses are good things
must be silenced via “hate” laws designed to criminalize any
expression of fact or opinion which can be considered and labeled
“racist.” Second, the same people must be disarmed, so that they
have no recourse but to obey MLD laws and remain silent about it.
In the United States the number of people likely to take up arms
against an oppressive centralized government is not large at this
time. We live in an age when comfort and safety are valued more
highly than freedom. If economic conditions are manipulated by
the MLDs as desired, and worsen substantially, however, those
few willing to fight for freedom may persuade many others who
are more concerned with their pocketbooks than their honor to
take up arms as well. And if that should happen the MLD
orchestrated New World Order will be in serious trouble.
What all the foregoing means is that the present drive to disarm
American citizens is motivated by a fear of rebellion, not by a fear
of crime, let alone mass shootings (which are nothing more than
repetitive opportunities to attack Second Amendment backers).
The MLDs in the media and leftwing government, constantly
beating the drums for the New World Order, understand that, as
the program of “globalization” proceeds, millions of newly
dispossessed citizens will be angry and desperate to push back. If
these citizens still have firearms in their possession, they may
strike at their despoilers.
Patriots need to understand these facts as well as their enemies
do, and they must not be bashful about stating it plainly and

forcefully. They need to drop the pretense that the purpose of the
Second Amendment is to protect the rights of hunters, target
shooters, and collectors of antique firearms. When Senator
Schumer or various other MLD Congress persons hold a
semiautomatic rifle or pistol up for the television cameras and say
that “no legitimate sportsman needs a weapon like this,” they are
laughing behind every voter’s back at the same time.
The needs of sportsmen and hobbyists are utterly without
importance or significance when compared with the two serious
needs served by the private ownership of firearms: (1) the need of
the individual for weapons with which to protect them self, their
family, and their property against the growing hordes of care less
criminals in our disintegrating, liberalized, “socialist” society; and
(2) the need of the patriot for weapons with which to keep
governmental tyranny (which feeds such lawlessness thinking) in
check.
The manipulators understand this psychology all too well, and
they are exploiting it fully in their campaign to disarm Americans.
They are using the fear of soaring crime and violence (which have
grown from MLD seeds planted years before) to stampede the
frightened, unthinking voters into letting their only means of
protection from this crime and violence be taken away from them
— into giving up their only means of settling scores with the
manipulators of the media and their collaborators in the
government who have made such a cesspool of America.
Crime and violence can only increase, of course, because almost
no one has the courage and honesty to discuss their real causes,
much less to do anything realistic about cleaning up the mess that
has been made within America; primarily within MLD controlled
cities and states. Therefore, the stampede will continue until lawabiding Americans — that is, the ones who obey all the laws —
have been completely disarmed. I’ll repeat that: The present
campaign to disarm Americans will not abate. Neither the

controlled media nor the government will back away from a goal
of total disarmament of the civilian population. They won’t reach
this goal in a single step, but they’ll continue taking steps until
they do reach it. The target now is semiautomatic rifles; a.k.a.
falsely labeled “assault weapons”. Later on it will be all
semiautomatic pistols (“assault pistols”?). Then it will be other
types of handguns. After that it will be all firearms which hold
more than three cartridges. “That’s all a sportsman really needs,”
they’ll say. Then it will be all firearms except muzzle-loaders;
“…because that’s what the framers really meant”. Somewhere
along the line, various types of ammunition will be banned. “Only
a criminal would want a cartridge like this,” they’ll say.
Before too many steps have been taken there will be compulsory
registration of all firearms and firearm owners, in order to
facilitate confiscation later; “After all that’s what they do in
civilized nations like Canada.”
This bleak prospect has a silver lining, and it’s this: a very
substantial portion of gun owners will defy the oppressive
government, “cling” to their Second Amendment right and their
guns and involuntarily become ipso facto outlaws rather than give
up their weapons, if the populations of California and New Jersey
are at all representative of the country as a whole. When bans on
so-called “assault rifles” were enacted in those two states fewer
than 10% of the people owning such weapons turned them in.
Bans of the California and New Jersey sort have a marvelously
salutary effect on the attitude of the people who refuse to comply
with the bans. Relatively few of these people are “militant”
patriots or committed “revolutionaries”. The great majority are
simply people who have enough character, enough backbone and
common sense, to refuse to let them be stampeded along with the
sheep into giving up their only effective means of self-defense in a
time of civil disorder. Most of them have been law-abiding citizens
all of their lives, and it is not an easy decision for them to

consciously disobey so many unconstitutional laws — especially
laws which could send them to prison for years. They are not
happy about being forced to become so-called outlaws. Once they
have crossed that bridge, however, they should have a much
healthier attitude toward the government. Most will see it
thenceforth as their potential enemy. Many will be ready to fight
for their life, liberty and pursuit of happiness once again when the
time comes for fighting.
They will have passed the primary test of a constitutional republic
(vs. “socialist democratic”) form of government in the new world
of MLD repression and revolution in which we are entering now.
The more such armed, angry “outlaws” the government makes,
the better it will be for all of us in the long run.
I’ll leave you with this last word: Don’t do anything violent or
foolish. Don’t do anything prematurely. We are in a very serious
situation, a situation of extreme danger for the future of our
country, and we must use the utmost prudence in dealing with it.
Keep your firearms out of sight, but within reach. The day will
come for using them. The day for a great re-cleansing of this
nation will come. Until that day, keep your powder dry.

